IMS Global Announces Record Adoption of IMS Standards and Growth of IMS Member Community


Lake Mary, Florida – 10 April 2014 – IMS Global Learning Consortium (IMS Global/IMS) announced the publication of its 2013 annual report summarizing the progress of the IMS Global community in 2013. The annual report is available to the public online at: www.imsglobal.org/imsglobal2013annualReport.pdfIMS provides the annual report as part of its commitment to openness and transparency to members and stakeholders worldwide. IMS encourages other organizations in the sector to provide similar information to the public so that it is clear exactly what is behind claims made about support for interoperability standards.

In 2013 the IMS Global member organizations (see IMS “Contributing Members” listed at the end of this release) led a historical and unprecedented movement of adoption of open interoperability standards in the educational technology segment. IMS Global issued 97 new conformance certifications after passing tests established by the IMS community to a wide variety of educational technology products. Over 25 learning platforms of various types are now conformance certified to IMS standards, meaning that applications, digital content and learning tools that implement the IMS standards can be integrated 10-1000x faster than previously possible.

In addition to the strong adoption of learning technology architecture standards, IMS also introduced several new initiatives in 2013 aimed at enabling an acceleration of innovation in the segment. LTI™ (Learning Tools Interoperability™) version 2, which enables deeper and auto-negotiated integration, was introduced, with widespread adoption expected over the next few years. IMS also introduced the Caliper analytics framework, including the Sensor API, aimed at making collection of data for analytics from digital resources, applications and learning platforms easy. IMS also introduced the Connected Learning Innovation Community and Challenge to encourage cooperation by developers to develop cross-platform standards-based educational apps. To enable easy sharing of apps IMS initiated development of the Community App Sharing Architecture (CASA), a peer-to-peer architecture based on open standards to enable institutions to connect with each other as well as trusted suppliers. IMS also published the 2013 Learning Impact Report, summarizing the trends over the seven-year history of the IMS Learning Impact Awards. These latest IMS developments will be featured at the upcoming IMS Learning Impact Leadership Institute, May 5-8, in New Orleans.

“The standards adoption and advocacy for learning impact that IMS Global members are involved in is a test of leadership for the education and learning sector,” said Dr. Rob Abel, Chief Executive of IMS Global. “Everyday we see the need for cooperation on an open architecture that all sector participants can cooperatively “own” and develop so that the bar for innovation is continuously raised. And everyday the IMS members are increasingly answering this call with unparalleled and historical leadership in making the open architecture a reality. We are at the very beginning of thousands of years of innovation in education and learning, and it is this group of IMS member organizations that will be
remembered as changing the technical and economic foundation to make widespread adoption of digital technology in education and learning possible.”


About IMS Global Learning Consortium (IMS Global)
IMS Global is a nonprofit organization that advances technology that can affordably scale and improve educational participation and attainment. IMS members are leading suppliers, institutions and government organizations that are enabling the future of education by collaborating on interoperability and adoption initiatives. IMS sponsors Learning Impact: A global awards program and conference to recognize the impact of innovative technology on educational access, affordability, and quality.